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ISOLATING THE THEATER OF WAR: OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF BORDER
SANCTUARIES IN LIMITED WAR by MAJ Randy J. Kolton, USA, 64 pages.

This monograph examines the French experience in Algeria
(1954-1962) and the Israeli experience in Lebanon (1982) in order to
determine how operational forces can overcome the operational
advantages an adversary derives from br rder sanctuaries in limited
war. An examination of this issue offers U.S. military leaders
understanding of the theoretical and practical dimensions of border
sanctuaries and of the efficacy of U.S. doctrine on the subject.

In each case study a combatant's border sanctuaries are
examined in terms of the how they enhanced his ability to achieve
mass, maneuver, economy of force, offensive, security, and surprise
by shaping specific elements of the operational canvas (bases of
operations, lines of communications, centers of gravity, decisive
points, and zones/lines of operations). Military operations
undertaken to neutralize border sanctuaries are a product of the
elements of operational design and their effectiveness is assessed
in terms cf feasibility, suitability, and acceptability. The
monograph concludes with an overview of operational implications of
border sanctuaries; operational methods for neutralizing them; and
US doctrine on the subject.

The Algerian and Lebanese wars demonstrate that sanctuaries
offer an insurgent secure bases, lines of communications and lines
of operations to train, sustain, disperse, and stage military
operations. These benefits enhance his ability to achieve mass,
security, and surprise and to conduct maneuver, economy of force
operations, and offensives. Though it is not essential for the
counterinsurgent to attack sanctuaries directly at the beginning of
hostilities, it is imperative that the operational commander negate
the advantages that insurgents gain from sanctuaries. He must
consider the tactics and techniques required to neutralize
sanctuaries in terms of an overarching operational scheme that is
suitable, feasible and acceptable.

These conclusions indicate that US doctrine provides a firm
foundation for contending with enemy border sanctuaries in limited
war. The four interdependent functions of an internal defense and
development (IDAD) program - balanced development, security,
neutralization, and mobilization - described in FM 100-20 Mili-tarxy
Qpe - i nsn Jaw intensity Confli.t, offer the base for integrating
civil and military operations at the operational level to overcome
the advantages that insurgents acquire from border sanctuaries.
Viewing border sanctuaries in an operational context requires the
operational comnander to devise a campaign plan that integrates the
IDAD flinctio,,- with outer operational functions (intelligence,
movement and maneuver, fires, support, protection, and command and
control). In this manner, -. nation can undertake effective civil and
military operations that neutralize border sanctuaries, isolate the
theater(s) of operations, destroy enemy forces and infrastructure,
eliminate sources of internal conflict, and translate tactical and
operational successes into strategic victory in limited war.
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I. Introduction

The thaw in East-West tensions offers new opportunities for a

more stable international environment, but other forces threaten

glo -l -tRbility and peace. Weapons proliferation, terrorism, drug

trafficking, and the growing debts of third world nations combine

with ubiquitous social, political, economic, and ideological

rivalries within nations to create conditions that generate internal

conflict and war. While it is unlikely that the United States will

undertake a major protracted conflict in foreign nations, it must,

nevertheless strengthen friendly countries against internal and

external threats and assist friendly governments in undertaking

essential political, social, and economic reform. Furthermore, the

US must deter conflict by preparing to confront aggressors

decisively, swiftly, and with discrimination. 1 For these reasons it

is critical that US military leaders understand the theoretical and

practical dimensions of limited war.

A comroon characteristic of limited warfare is th2 border

sanctuary - a nation or area near or contiguous to the theater of

operations which by tacit agreement between the warring powers is

exempt from attack. 2 This paper examines the French experience in

Algeria (1954-1962) and the Israeli experience in Lebanon (1982) in

order to determine how operational forces can overcome the

operational advantages an adversary derives from border sanctuaries

in limited war.

Operational advantages of sanctuaries are examined in terms of

how they enhance a combatant's ability to achieve mass, security,

and surprise and to conduct maneuver, economy of force operations,
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and offensives by shaping specific elements of the operational

canvas (bases of operations, lines of comrmunications, centers of

gravity, decisive points, and zones/lines of operations) 3 Military

operations undertaken to neutralize the affects of border

sanctuaries are a product of elements of operational design

(operational objectives, application of resources, sequence of

operations, and operational functions - intelligence, nvement and

maneuver, fires, sustainment, protection, and command and

control)(Appendix 1).,i They are assessed in terms of effectiveness:

acceptability, feasibility, and suitability.5 An examination of

these issues offers US military leaders understanding of the

efficacy of US doctrine on border sanctuaries.

A. Limited War Defined

A nation undertaking a limited war directs its resources

towards achieving a limited political aim because it has little fear

that its national existence is threatened. The intensity of

conflict is proportional to the resources belligerents are willing

or able to muster to support their particular military strategies.

Limited strategic ends and finite resources encourage combatants in

a limited war to confine the conflict to a specific nation,

territory or region. As other nations, particularly major powers,

increase their support to a belligerent, the war increases in

intensity and scope. This, in turn, escalates the violence and

expands the territorial parameters of the war.6

Current US military doctrine defines limited war in the

context of a continuum of conflict (peacetime competition, conflict,

and war). Military forces committed to a war contribute directly to
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the achievement of strategic ends; the direct use of military powe-

establishes the conditions which Gake the ?-hievement of the desired

political end-state possible. Low intensity conflict is an ambiguous

environment in which military operations support non-military

actions (ie., economic, political, diplomatic) that create

conditions conducive to the realization of the strategic aim.7 Wars

often incorporate characteristics of all three conflict

environments: the cessation of hostilities in a war, for example,

may not resolve tensions within or among states and persistent

animosities may take the form of low-intensity conflict. 8

Since the end of World War II, insurgency has been the most

common form of limited war, often occurring concomitantly with a

conventional war. 9 An insurgency implies a situation in which a

nation is threatened by an internal attempt, frequently assisted by

external support, to overthrow the legitimate government.

Insurgencies ocour when the population is vulnerable, insurgent

leadership is present, and government lacks control. 10 The

insurgent organization normally includes a covert political

organization and an overt military element, the guerrilla force. To

succeed, insurgents must possess or produce popular support, unity

of effort, will to resist, leadership, discipline, intelligence,

propaganda, favorable environment and external support. 11 Most

insurgencies reflect Mao's three evolutionary phases: phase one,

latent and incipient insurgency (recruitment, establishment of

insurgent organizations at the village level, terrorism, and

organizing popular support against the existing regime); phase two,

guerrilla warfare (increased control over geographical areas,
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establishment of an alternative government structure, and guerrilla

warfare); and phase three, mobile warfare (conventional operations

against government fcrces). As the insurgency matures, insurgents

continue activities associated with earlier phases and are prepared

to revert to earlier phases when they suffer strategic, operational,

or tactical reversals. 12

B. The Theoretical and Strategic Significance of Border Sanctuaries

According to Mao, insurgents rely on secure bases to preserve

their forces, to expand their influence among the people, and to

compete with government forces for political and military control of

three geographical zones (zone one - insurgent controlled; zone two

- government controlled; and zone three: contested area) 13 A

successful insurgency requires guerrilla success in ma'-ntaining

control of zone one, winning control of zone three, and defeating

government control of zone two. 14 In this context, border

sanctuaries support the insurgent's struggle against government

forces. They enhance his ability to achieve economy of force, mass,

maneuver, offensive, security, and surprise.15

Current debates over neutralizing border sanctuaries emphasize

two perspectives. One view is that a nation involved in a limited

war must attack and neutralize sanctuaries at the beginning of

hostilities.' 6  A second orientation is that air and ground

operations directed against sanctuaries expand the theaters of war

and operations and magnify the operational commander's military

requirements without necessarily resolving fundamental causes of

conflict. 17 An analysis of the Algerian and Lebanese wars offers
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insight into these issues and suggest ways for operational

commanders to address border sanctuaries in limited wars.

II. French Experiunce in Algeria, 1954-1962

A. Strategic Overview

Between 1954 and 1962, the French waged a counterinsurgency

against the National Liberation Front (FLN), which ziought

independence from France. During the conflict, the FLN relied

extensively on border sanctuaries to support its political and

military activities. The Ftench attempted to neutralize these

sanctuaries through a series of military operations and civil-

military programs (Map A).

Moslem frustration with a century of social, economic, and

political inequities erupted on 1 November 1954 with the FLN

striking French government and military installations and personnel

throughout Algeria. 18 The FLN's strategic end was to establish an

independent, Moslem Algeria. Its strategic means includeu a small

political and military insurgent organization supported by a

dissatisfied Moslem population. The strategic ways included Mao's

three stages of revolutionary warfare. Between 1954 and 1956, the

FLN employed terrorism and guerrilla warfare with the operatioinal

aims of disrupting French economic, social, and political activities

in Algeria and of suppressing opposition to the FLN within the

European and Moslem communities. The FLN's political leadership, or

external delegation, established its headquarters in Cairo, Egypt.

By 1956, the war settled into a stalemate, with the FLN lacking the

resources to venture beyond phase two activities. 1 Morocco and

Tunisia's declaration of independence from Fr&-ce on 2 March and 20
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March 1956, respectively, offered the FLN new opportunities. The-e

former French protectorates aligned thereylves with the FLN and

offered the Algerian insurgents secure bases. 20

Determined to .aaintain control of Algeria, France established

as strategic ends countering FLN terrorism, eliminating the

insurgency, and reasserting French control over Algeria. The

strategic means for achieving these goalL were government, law

enforcement and military organizations. Strategic ways included

rendering the rebels incapable of ma- ntaining and sustaining the

insurgency and instituting reforms that would attract Moslem support

for France. 2 1

B. The FLN and Border Sanctuaries

The FLN and its military arm, the National Liberation Army

(ALN), depended on a network of internal and exteral bases for

political and logistical supprt and to facilitate economy of force,

mass, maneuver, offensive, security, and surprise. Various Arab,

African, and communist states provided financing, weapons and

administrative support. From its secure headquarters in Cairo, the

FLN formulated strategic policy, acquired funds, arranged arms

purchases, conducted diplomacy, and waged psychological warfare

against France. 22 By 1958 the FLN's international position and

France's unwillingness to attack Algerian rebels in Tunisia and

Morocco enc--uraged the FLN to create the Provisional Government of

the Algerian Rerublic (GPRA) on 19 September in Tanis, Tunisia: an

act that increased international support for the revolutionaries and

undercut French claims to legitimacy. 2 3
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Algeria's 855,000 square miles represented a formidable

challenge for French military leaders waging a counterinsurgency and

offered cover and concealment for FLN bases. Major urban centers

and agricultural areas supporting a population of nine million were

located in the region between the Mediterranean Sea and the

mountainous fringes to the south (81,000 square miles). The

remainder of Algeria, which was known as the Sahara (774,000 square

miles), was arid and mountainous and was inhabited by less than one

million. 24 About seventy percent of Algeria's Moslems lived in the

Tell - the hilly maritime region of the Atlas Mountains and the band

of fertile land along the northern edge of the high plateau.

Another twenty percent lived in the major cities. 25 The

country's large size; long, open and underpopulated borders with

Tunisia and Morocco; many miles of coast lines; and concentration of

Europeans in northern urban areas supported the FLN's dispersion of

forces inside and outside of Aigeria and complicated French efforts

to devise effective methods for locating and defeating guerrillas. 2 6

FLN command, control and organization reflected the

peculiarities associated with operating in urban areas and in

remote parts of the country. Within cities, the FLN organized cells,

districts, sectors and regions, which were largely self-

supporting. 27 The ALN, however, operated in more remote regions and

relied on bases in rural Moslem cormiunities for food, recruits,

intelligence and administrative support. In 1957, the FLN

established military garrisons, training areas, and logistic sites

at the East Base near the Tunisian city of Souk-Ahras along the

Tunisian Algerian border and the West Base at the Moroccan city of
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Nador along the Moroccan-Algerian border. 2A The external delegation

in Cairo purchased arms from sources around the world, shipped them

to Tunisian and Moroccan ports and transported them by sea to

clandestine coastal sites in Algeria or overland from Egypt through

Libya to Tunisian border sanctuaries. 29

By 1957, the NLA increased from several hundred untrained

insurgents to about 15,000 armed and disciplined fighters in Algeria

and 25,000 soldiers in bases in Tunisia and Morocco. An additional

55,000 to 100,000 auxiliaries in Algeria provided intelligence and

administrative support. The ALN divided Algeria into five regions or

wilayaam that centered on Constantine, Algeria, Oran and the

geographic regions of Aures and Kabylie. It organized its forces

into battalions, companies, platoons, groups, and half groups 30

The ALN concentrated its forces to attack the French when success

was assured or when potential political gains justified risks, as

occurred during the Battle of Algiers in 1957. In most instances,

the ALN waged economy of force operations (terrorism and guerrilla

attacks). 31 The erection of French barriers along the Tunisian and

Moroccan borders after 1957 and subsequent French offensives

restricted ALN cross border operations. ALN and sympathetic Moslems

increasingly sought refuge in Tunisia and Morocco and, by the end of

the insurgency, the refugee population reached 200,000 in Tunisia

and 100,000 in Morocco. The FLN relied on this source of manpower to

create an army that enhanced its political credibility during

negotiations with the French and could assure Algerian security

after independence. 32
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France's lack of success during the first two years of the war

reflected its failure to understand the FLN's organization and

strategy. Military leaders initially viewed the 1954 uprising in

terms of tribal warfare and attempted to suppress guerrilla activity

by attacking entire tribes. This merely aggravated tensions and

increased Moslem support for the FLN.33 With the ALN's forces

dispersed among bases in Algeria and border sanctuaries, French

military commanders concentrated post-1956 attacks on the FLN's

cellular external (Cairo) and internal (Algiers, Constantine, Aures,

Kabylie and Oran) leadership structures. 34 These efforts upset the

tempo of insurgent activity within Algeria for several months; they

did not cripple the FLN or ALN. Furthermore, public disclosure of

brutal French interrogation practices employed during the Battle of

Algiers exacerbated international and French public opposition to

the war. 3 5

Meanwhile, France's largely mechanized forces, which grew

from 55,000 in 1954 to over 400,000 by 1956, relied on bases and

lines of communications that centered on Algeria's urban areas.

Large units garrisoned major cities and smaller elements secured

small villages and remote areas. This defensive disposition reduced

the availability of rapidly deployable reserves to attack insurgent

forces and increased the security of FLN internal and external

bases. 36  Furthermore, the FLN exploited border sanctuaries to

launch attacks against French military and political targets and

pro-French Moslems in order to destroy the European economy in

Algeria, neutralize opposition to the FLN among Europeans and

Moslems, and increase Moslem support for the insurgency. Ineffective
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French countermeasures eroded public confidence in French leadership

and undermined the limited French effort to carry out reforms. 37

While French offensives in 1957 and 1958 eliminated several

FLN leaders and decreased ALN capabilities to mount offensives and

to permanently occupy territory in Algeria, border sanctoaries

preserved FLN political and military strength. The FLN subsequently

employed terror and guerrilla strikes to achieve a military

stalemate that supported its diplomatic aim of increasing

international and domestic pressure on the French government to

accept Algerian independence. 3 8 In this fashion, it forced France

to grant Algeria independence in July 1962.39

C. Analysis of French Operational Methods for Neutralizing Border

Sanctuaries.

French operational aims during the Algerian War were to defeat

guerrilla warfare and terrorism, render the FLN and ALN incapable of

maintaining a sustained and effective insurrection, gain Moslem

support for the French position in Algeria, and undermine Moslem

support for the rebels. 4 0 The FLN's border sanctuaries obstructed

achievement of these goals after 1956.

Though French military forces concentrated on defending

against ALN terrorism and guerrilla attacks between 1954 and 1957,

outposts in remote areas were unable to prevent ALN strikes. The

French military's ineffective human intelligence apparatus

accentuated deficiencies in its counterinsurgency strategy and

doctrine. Short duration, sixty man French patrols consistently

failed to uncover guerrilla bases or interdict rebel forces, proved

incapable of securing the local population and were too small to
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defeat large guerrilla formations. On those occasions that they

concentrated forces for major strikes, the French failed to achieve

surprise. 41

In order to correct past failings, the French inaugurated the

operational strategy of "quadrillage" in February 1956. French

forces garrisoned major cities and positioned smaller forces in

villages, hamlets, and farm areas to protect Europeans and Moslems,

increase Moslem support for France, decrease Moslem sympathy for the

FLN, and gather intelligence on the FLN.42 In remote regions of

Algeria, the French relocated Moslems to areas under French military

protection. Installations were constructed with watch towers, barbed

wire barriers, and shelters to protect soldiers and the local

population from rebel attacks. 4 3 Battalion sized units (four

infantry companies of 150 men each) conducted search and destroy

missions in remote areas of the country. 44 Zone reserve forces and

theater of operations reserves were available to reinforce these

forces. 45 These activities, however, did not achieve significant

results and did not address border sanctuaries. 46

By 1957, French military leaders undertook initiatives to

block external financial and material support for the FLN and to

neutralize rebel sanctuaries. The French Navy instituted naval and

air patrols along Algerian, Tunisian and Moroccan coasts and, in

1959 alone, over 41,200 ships were surveyed, 2,565 stopped and

searched, and 84 rerouted under escort to French ports: large

numbers of weapons and munitions were subsequently seized. 4 7 In mid-

1957, French Defense Minister Andre Morice directed the construction

of a barrier line along the Tunisian-Algerian border that became
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known as the Morice Line. The barrier extended between 100 and 300

miles in length to the south along both sides of the Bone-Tebessa

railroad to the Sahara.48 A second, less intricate barrier line was

also constructed during this same period along the Moroccan border

(Map B). 49 The initial elements of the Morice Line were completed in

September 1957 at a cost of $2,400,000. By 1959, the defensive

system consisted of three parallel barbed wire fences (one of which

was charged with 5000 volts of electricity), minefields,

floodlights, rocket and gun emplacements, ground surveillance nadctr

and a system of automatic alarms and searchlights. French military

forces occupied strong points constructed every 2000-3000 yards

while tactical aircraft, tanks, armored cars, and dismounted patrols

operated along parallel roads between strong points. Warning of

attempted infiltrations was provided when breaks in the fences

caused a power failure that triggered an alarm within French

military posts. The cost of maintaining these barrier complexes was

high; 25,000-40,000 French soldiers and over 2500 technicians

defended the Morice and West Lines between 1957 and 1962. 50

Recognizing that these barriers alone would not seal the

borders nor defeat the ALN, French comnanders undertook other

initiatives. In 1957, the French Arrr adopted General Andre

Beaufre's 1956 strategy for the Constantine East area and instituted

population control measures: the French relocated 70,000 to 80,000

Moslems from a zone 15-35 miles wide. Along the Algerian-Tunisian

border this "forbidden zone" extended approximately 200 miles south

to the Nementcha mountains. Within this area the French designated

free fire zones: outposts consisting of two infantry companies

12



equipped with 105rm howitzers conducted surveillance, attacked

infiltrators, and supported the French Special Administrative

Service' s (SAS' s) civil action programs in Moslem villages. 51

Astride inajor routes into Algeria, these outposts deterred rebel

infiltration and forced the ALN to rely on more circuitous routes. 52

'1iile barriers and border control measures reduced ALN

infiltration, many French commanders complained of restrictions on

attacks against border sanctuaries and of poor synchronization of

military operations. 5 3 Their impatience reached a high point during

January and February 1958 when a 300 man ALN battalion that had

infiltrated from Tunisia ambushed a French patrol and when a French

reconnaissance plane operating in the same sector was shot down near

Sakiet, Tunisia. In response to pressure from the military, the

French government approved in late January a vaguely defined "right

of pursuit." Some comnanders pressed for mechanized raids into

Tunisia to destroy FLN bases while others supported air strikes

against the same targets. The desire of French political and

military leaders to escalate the war against border sanctuaries

subsided, however, when, on 8 February, a local French commander

launched an ill-conceived air strike against Sakiet that produced

few tangible military benefits while contributing to international

and French public condemnation. 5 4

Air Force General Maurice Challe's appointment as commander-

in-chief in Algeria on 15 December 1958 was a turning point in

French operational strategy. 5 5 Reasoning that border barriers and

quadrillage would not defeat insurgents and that they hindered

concentration of forces for effective offensives, Challe championed

13



a four point campaign plan that included: improving the Morice and

West lines; conducting large unit offensives to destroy ALN forces;

waging relentless counterguerrilla operations to eliminate the FLN

infrastructure within Algeria; and undertaking an internal defense

and development strategy that encouraged Moslems to accept an

integrated French-Algerian society. 5 6  He subsequently formed an

operational reserve that consisted of two divisions, sufficient

helicopters to lift two battalions simultaneously, jet fighters to

carry out battlefield air interdiction, and slower moving propeller

aircraft to provide close air support. 57 To enhance the

effectiveness of maneuver operations, "forbidden zones" were

modified to incorporate a "free-fire band" that was too wide for

insurgent units to cross in a single night. In this area, French

forces employed aerial and artillery fires to destroy enemy units.5 8

To enhance the effectiveness of conventional military

operations, Challe expanded French use of unconventional forces: Les

Commandos de Chasse or stalking commandos. Trained and equipped to

be as mobile as the rebels, the Commandos de Chasse stalked specific

guerrilla bands, collecting intelligence on leaders, composition,

habits, friends, and relatives. They shadowed the ALN units wherever

they went, were not restricted by unit boundaries, and only engaged

the rebels under favorable conditions. Once they fixed a guerrilla

force, a strike force from zone or theater reserves rapidly deployed

to destroy it.59

On 22 July 1959, Challe conducted his first major offensive,

Operation Binoculars, which involved over 20,000 soldiers conducting

operations among the nearly one million Moslems in the Kabylie
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Mountains. The objective of the operation was to destroy ALN forces

and FLN infrastructure. By the end of October, French forces had

killed 3,746 ALN fighters and dispersed the remaining units. 6 0 To

discourage a resurgence in FLN activities in the region, the French

Army resettled Moslems residing in remote areas, established

military and civil administrative outposts, and conducted

psychological warfare and civil affairs operations that stressed

Moslem "integration" within French Algeria. 61 By spring 1960, it

appeared that Challe's campaign strategy had paralyzed the ALN and

that the FLN was on the verge of defeat. 62

Unfortunately, Challe found a military victory elusive. French

political leaders failed to financially and legislatively support

economic, political and social reforms.63 Furthermore, 25,000 ALN

soldiers remained secure in border sanctuaries. Challe's inability

to attack these forces, combined with deficiencies in reform

programs and with Moslem cynicism towards integration in a French

Algeria, undermined French operational success. In January 1960, the

French military in Algeria, concerned that France's political

leaders were too eager to compromise with the FLN and to abandon

pro-French Moslems, revolted to secure Algeria. The ensuing violence

intensified the French public's desire to end the war. By April the

revolt was defeated and on 23 April, De Gaulle ousted Challe as

commander-in-chief for his complicity in the rebellion. This marked

the end of a coherent French operational strategy64
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D. Assessment of the Effectiveness of French Operations in

Neutralizing FLN Border Sanctuaries

Throughout the Algerian war, border sanctuaries shaped the

operational canvas in ways that benefited the FLN. The most

significant impact was in providing secure locations for the FLN to

conduct diplomacy and strategic planning; to train, sustain, and

disperse its forces; and to stage military operations. Recognizing

that strikes against FLN border sanctuaries would require violating

the sovereignty of other states, lead to civilian casualties, and

precipitate international condemnation, the French government

elected to restrict counterinsurgency operations to Algerian

territory. Consequently, the FLN enhanced concealment, protection,

and logistical support for its fighters by establishing bases near

Tunisian and Moroccan villages. Similarly, insurgents could use

well-traveled roads to mask their movements in Tunisian and Moroccan

sanctuaries and to facilitate infiltration into Algeria. The FLN

linked these capabilities with the benefits derived from its bases

located among Moslem communities in Algeria's cities, rural areas

and remote regions to achieve surprise in offensive operations and

to preserve its forces.

These conditions influenced both the French and the FLN's

strategic and operational centers of gravity. The insurgent

strategic center of gravity was its bond with Algerian Moslems.

Ultimate success or failure of the insurgency depended on the

preservation of that relationship. The French had two inextricably

linked centers of gravity: the relationship between the French and

the Algerian Moslems and the relationship among the French
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government, people, and military. Operationally, the FLN carried

out activities consistent with Mao's three phases of revolutionary

warfare. Unprepared to wage mobile warfare, the FLN exploited the

benefits of its internal and external bases to wage terror and

guerrilla warfare (economy of force operations) against physical,

cybernetic and moral decisive points to exhaust French will in

metropolitan France and to erode the bond between the French and the

Moslems in Algeria. It dispersed its forces in time and space and

only concentrated forces to present an operational center of gravity

when risks were politically justified (Battle of Algiers, 1957; ALN

formations in Tunisia and Morocco, 1960).

Their government's refusal to approve strikes against FLN

border sanctuaries presented French operational commanders with the

dilemma of dispersing forces to protect vital installations or to

concentrate to attack insurgent bases within Algeria. Between 1954

and 1960, France viewed civil-military operations undertaken in

Algeria as being of acceptable risk: there was little likelihood

that the FLN could seriously threaten the security of metropolitan

France or that it could defeat the French Army in battle. Yet,

achieving French strategic ends required an operational strategy

that combined civil and military operations to defeat the FLN and to

increase Moslem support for France. Unfortunately, the French

government was unwilling to undertake or finance the extensive

political and economic reforms necessary to gain Moslem loyalty.

This reluctance obstructed French military efforts to devise a

balanced counterinsurgency strategy that melded civil reforms with

military operations.
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Regardless of the operational scheme adopted, sealing the

borders to deny the FLN infiltration routes, external sources of

supplies, and means to interact with the Algerian Moslem population

was critical. Though resource intensive, the Morice and West Lines

isolated the theater of operations, disrupted FLN lines of

communications, disorganized ALN command and control, and, to a

limited degree, created a rift between FLN/ALN forces located in

Tunisia and Morocco and those in Algeria. 6 5 The ALN reported that

during a six month period in 1958, they lost over 45,000 men in

efforts to cross into Algiers. By 1959, losses escalated to the

point that many members of the ALN requested political asylum in

Tunisia in order to avoid dying in attempts to cross the border. 88

During his sixteen month command (15 December 58 - 22 April 60),

Challe combined barrier operations with "quadrillage" to secure

remote areas and cities and to undermine FLN influence in Algeria; a

combination of operational maneuver and unconventional warfare

within Algeria to systematically identify and destroy FLN

infrastructure and forces; and psychological warfare and civil

affairs programs to suppress a resurgence of insurgent activity and

to institute limited social, economic, and political reforms. These

actions undermined external support for the FLN, destroyed over half

of the ALN forces in Algeria, and reduced terror acts by fifty

percent. By 1960, according to official estimates, only 780 rebels

remained in western Algeria and 900-1000 in the east.67 In keeping

with strategic guidance of France's political leaders, however, the

military respected restrictions on attacking the FLN's border
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sanctuaries and allowed the FLN to amass an operational center of

gravity that supported its diplomatic offensive.6 8

By 1960, the French people were weary of protracted wzs' in

Algeria and found continuation of the conflict unacceptable. This

erosion of French will reflected, in part, the military's failure to

devise a suitable operational strategy prior to 1959. Having used

its border sanctuaries to preserve its military and political power,

the FLN exploited French willingness to negotiate an end to the

insurgency and achieved the strategic victory that had eluded them

operationally. 69

III. Israeli Experience in Lebanon, 1C82

A. Strategic Overview

On 4 June 1982 Israel invaded southern Lebanon to eliminate

the Palestinian Liberation Organization's (PLO's) sanctuaries in

that nation. The Israeli offensive was the culmination of years of

Israeli concern over the PLC's presence in southern Lebanon. That

presence had increased as a result of the 1967 and 1973 Arab-Israeli

Wars and of King Hussein's 1970 expulsion of the PLO frcn Jordan.

By 1975, Palestinians comprised a state within the state of Lebanon.

In the aftermath of the 1975 Lebanese -ivil war between Maronite

Christians and a coaliLion of Moslem factions, the PLO gained

influence in large sections of southern Lebanon.70 This development

represented an intolerable situation for the Israelis who feared

that PLO strength would lead to increased terrorism and would

intensify West Bank and Gaza Palestinian opposition to israel.71

The PLO's strategic aims in the early 1980's were to destroy

Israel and establish a Palestinian state. The means to achieve these
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ends were the PLO's small military formations and over a million

Palestinians scattered throughout the Middle-East. The stracegic

ways included diplomatic, political, psychological, and military

actions. Recognizing thei.r inability to topple israel's military

forces, PLO leaders stressed terror and guerrilla warfare to

intensify Israeli sense of insecurity, increase domestic unrest

among Israelis, and rally support among Palestinians throughout the

Middle-East.72

During 1981 Israeli intelligence determined that the PLO was

stockpiling supplies in order to escalate its insurgency against

Israel. At the same time, PLO infiltrations, terrorism, artillery

strikes, and efforts to inspire revolt among Arabs in the occupied

territories impelled some Israeli leaders to press for an invasion

into southern Lebanon to neutralize PLO sanctuaries, destroy the PLO

infrastructure and support the establishment of a pro-Israeli

Lebanese government Such an operation, they argued, offered

ancillary benefits of supporting Israeli efforts to reach an

accommodation with West Bank Palestinians that would assure Israel

control of the occupied territories. 73

B. The PLO and Border Sanctuaries

From its inception in 1964, the PLO was dependent on

sanctuaries in Arab states bordering Israel to provide strategic

bases for its political infrastructure and as operational bases for

conducting attacks against Israel. After King Hussein ousted the PLO

from Jordan in 1970 as a result of its threat to his rule, the PLO

moved to bases in Lebanon. 7 4 Between 1970 and 1975, the PLO

broadened its influence within Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanese
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cities. Syrian and Lebanese Christian assaults on the PLO during the

Lebanese civil war in 1975 forced it to shift many of its activities

to southern Lebanon. 7 5 PLO strength and influence subsequently

increased as it allied itself with other Arab groups, such as the

Lebanese Left, pro-Iraqi Ba'ath Party, and several Marxist groups. 76

Lebanese terraii and demographics enhanced the security of PLO

sanctuaries and extended PLO guerrillas opportunities for achieving

surprise in their military operations against Israel. From the

Israeli border north towards Beirut, there was only one, poorly

maintained two lane road, bordered on both sides by mountainous

terrain and citrus groves and which passed across three major rivers

and through several urban areas. 77 In the central zone of Lebanon,

rugged terrain and limited east-west mobility corridors also limited

maneuverability. 7 8 In eastern Lebanon, the Bekaa Valley offered

improved mobility and contained routes that ran east towards Syria

and west towards Beirut. 79 While Lebanon's border offered few

natural barriers to insurgent infiltration into Israel, lack of

transportation assets, poor roads, and internecine strife among Arab

factions consistently hamstrung PLO efforts to capitalize on the

benefits derived from Lebanese sanctuaries (Map C). 80

Two major events in the late 1970's enhanced the security of

PLO sanctuaries and the PLO's ability to conduct offensives against

Israel. By 1978, Syrian forces guarded major road networks between

Damascus and Beirut and controlled the Bekaa Valley. 8 1 Also in

1978, the United Nations positioned the United Nations Interim Force

in Lebanon (UNIFIL) along the Lebanese-Israeli border in the

aftermath of Israel's invasion of southern Lebanon during that year.
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While this force was suppose to prevent either side from using

southern Lebanon for military purposes, the PLO repositioned over

700 hundred guerrillas within the UNIFIL zone.
8 2

Israel's lack of strategic and operational depth caused its

leaders to exaggerate PLO capabilities and the threat posed by PLO

sanctuaries in Lebanon. Though the peace settlement with Egypt and

subsequent placement of peacekeeping forces in the Sinai in the

early 1980's provided Israel with relative depth to the southwest,

other Arab states and the PLO remained capable of striking Israel

with air, indirect fire, conventional ground assaults, and

terrorism.8 3 Between 1980 and 1982 Israeli leaders became alarmed

as a result of an escalation of PLO attacks against northern Israel,

improvements in the PLO's weaponry (tanks, artillery, rockets, and

surface to air missiles), and Syria's increased presence in southern

Lebanon.8 4 In reality, however, the PLO was a fractured

organization possessing limited military resources and capabilities.

The political wing of the PLO, the Palestinian National Council

(PNC), approved programs, established budgets, and coordinated

administrative activities. As leader of the executive rommittee,

Yasir Arafat was the titular head of the PLO and of its leading

guerrilla group, Al Fatah.85 The military arm of the PLO was a

fragile coalition of nine major groups embracing competing

ideologies, perspectives, and tactics. Together these forces totaled

around 15,000 in the area from the Lebanese-Israeli border to

southern Beirut and were armed with an assortment of limited numbers

of tanks, artillery, mortars, rockets, and air defense missiles and

of large numbers of small arms. 8 6 These forces were poorly led,
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trained and organized and usually operated in company and smaller

size formations.8 7 Another ninety private armies representing

Moslem, Druse and Christian factions further muddled Israeli threat

assessments. Though these forces individually posed no operational

threat, they were unpredictable and could hinder Israeli tactical

operations and exacerbate regional instability. 88

To surmount its weaknesses, the PLO relied extensively on

Syrian forces in Lebanon. Syria deployed its units to enhance its

influence in the region and to deter an Israeli invasion. Thirty

thousand soldiers in two divisions constituted that nation's

operatiotial center of gravity in Lebanon. They defended the road

networks in the vicinity of the cities of Hasbaiya, Masghara and the

Joub Jannine in order to deter or defeat an Israeli invasion of

Syria. 8 9  A second Syrian concentration of approximately division

size secured the highway connecting Damascus and Beirut. 90

The PLO distributed its forces in Lebanon in a fashion that

would capitalize on the presence of Syrian forces; would protect its

bases from attack from Israeli, Phalangist, and other Moslem forces;

and would facilitate terrorist and guerrilla attacks against Israel.

PLO command of Lebanese sanctuaries hinged on its control of coastal

cities with large concentrations of Palestinian refugees (Beirut,

Sidon, and Tyre). 91 Though of secondary importance, control of the

interior of southern Lebanon denied Israel access to Lebanese urban

areas and provided bases for launching harassing fires and ground

attacks against Israel. Consequently, the PLO established four major

defensive zones of operations. In the east, 1500 guerrillas,

supported by Syrian forces, established bases and defended road
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networks between Hasbaiya and Rachaiya (Fatahland). In the Achiye

area north of Marjayoun, 500 PLO fighters, supported by 8000

residents of Nabitiya, defended a second zone of road networks

leading to the Bekaa Valley. A third zone consisted of Beaufort

Castle, which dominated terrain in the Nabitiya area and provided

the PLO with observation of northern Israel. The fourth major

interior defensive zone consisted of 700 guerrillas occupying

positions in Jouaiya.92 Though sanctuaries supported PLO strikes

against Israeli targets, lack of unity among PLO factions led to

poorly conceived and executed operations that routinely ended in

failure and often embarrassed the PLO's political leaders., 33

C. Analysis of Israeli Operational Methods for Neutralizing

PLO Border Sanctuaries

During the late 1970"s, Israel conducted air strikes against

PLO installations in southern Lebanon in retaliation for terrorist

attacks. These efforts were limited and did not reflect a concerted

Israeli effort to neutralize PLO bases. 9 4 In March 1978, the

Israelis conducted Operation Litani, a limited strike against PLO

bases in Lebanon south of the Litani river in order to establish a

25 kilometer wide security zone. For three months the IDF destroyed

PLO bases and forced the PLO to withdraw to Lebanese cities north of

the Litani River. They augmented this buffer with a barrier fence

along the Lebanese-Israeli border that included strong points,

patrols and strike teams that would identify and destroy PLO

infiltrators. 9 5 To suppress PLO resurgence in the buffer zone, the

Israelis expanded their support for Christian militias operating in

southern Lebanon. Led by Lebanese Major Sa ad Haddad, the Christian
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forces were dispersed in three enclaves that were connected by a

line of communications that ran through northern Israel. Despite

these efforts, Israel was unable to prevent the PLO from using

sanctuaries to conduct military operations.96

The Israeli cabinet considered three campaign plans five

months prior to the June 1982 invasion. Plan one, which expanded on

the 1978 Operation Litani, called for a limited air-ground campaign

directed against PLO forces concentrated in southern Lebanon with

the aim of preventing further artillery and terrorist attacks

against northern Israeli settlements. Forces were to avoid a

confrontation with the Syrians and were to advance approximately

forty kilometers from the Israeli border as measured from the town

of Rosh Hanikra. 9 7 A second plan, also oriented on destroying the

PLO in southern Lebanon and on avoiding a direct confrontation with

the Syrians, but required an advance extending to Beirut, where

Phalangist forces, the military arm of the Lebanese Christian Katibe

Party, would assist Israeli forces in destroying the PLO political

and military infrastructure in the city. At the conclusion of

hostilities, Israeli forces would withdraw to a line forty

kilometers from the Israeli border as measured from Israel's

northern most border town in the Galilee fringe.9 8 The third plan

sought to eliminate the Syrians and the PLO from southern Lebanon as

far north as Beirut and the Bekaa Valley. As in the second plan, the

Phalangists would support the IDF in Beirut. 99

The means to achieve the goals expressed in each of these

plans were Israel's superior strategic and operational intelligence

infrastructxure and its well-trained and well-equipped military. The
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134,000 standing strength of Israel's army could be increased by an

additional 100,000 within twenty-four hours of mobilization and by

another 350,000 within three days. Israel's air force provided

orprational and tactical fires while its small navy secured the

coast line and supported limited amphibious landings along Lebanon's

coast. 100 While the Phalangists offered potential benefits, they

were unwilling and, to a large extent, incapable of conducting the

tasks that Israeli leaders envisioned in the second and third

campaign plans. Though supported by Israel throughout the 1970"s,

the 8000-10000 Phalangists were poorly led, trained and equipped.

Unprepared to wage combat in Lebanon's urban areas, their true value

to Israel was in providing intelligence on the PLO and Syrians. 101

In the aftermath of the 3 June assassination attempt against

Israel's Ambassador to Great Britain, Shlomo Argov, the cabinet

ordered air strikes against PLO command and control, logistical, and

training sites in the vicinity of Beirut on 4 June. Denying that it

was involved in the attack on Argov, the PLO retaliated for the air

strikes by shelling twenty-three northern Israeli settlements on 5

June. That evening the cabinet approved the limited aims and

operations in campaign plan one. Israeli forces would operate along

three major zones of operations (an advance in the western sector in

the direction of Sidon along three main routes; an advance in the

center sector, towards Zaharani; and an advance in the eastern

sector towards the town of Hasbaiya) and would complete operations

in 24-48 hours (Map D).102

Defense Minister Ariel Sharon, acting through Chief of Staff

General Rafael Eitan, was the operational commander. He controlled
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the offensive through subordinate commanders of each of the three

zones of operations. General Officer in Charge (GOC) North, Major

General Amir Drori, commanded western forces consisting of 22,000

troops and 220 tanks in two divisions (91st Mordecai Division; 96t.h

Yaron Division), two separate brigades (211 Geva Brigade; 35th Yarom

Brigade) and a separate battalion ( 50th Battalion). In the center,

Drori's deputy, MG Simchoni, commanded 18,000 troops and 220 tanks

in two divisions [36th Kahalani Division (-); 162 Einan Division

(-)]. In the east, the Israelis formed a corps level field command

under MG Ben Gal with 38,000 troops and 800 tanks in five divisions

[(232 Sakel Division; 90 Lev Division; 880 Tamir Division; Vardi

Provisional Division (-); Paled Provisional Division (-)].103 The

IDF air force was to maintain air superiority and provide close air

support and battlefield air interdiction throughout the campaign.

Meanwhile, IDF naval forces would support amphibious landings. 104

Following heavy artillery and air strikes against PLO bases

and command and control structures, Israeli forces advanced in the

western, center and eastern zones of operations. According to the

campaign plan, forces were to encircle and fix major PLO

concentrations, destroy PLO weapons, command and control, munitions

and supplies, reduce PLO political and military infrastructure, and

deter Syrian intervention. 10 5 In the west, Drori's's 211th Brigade

and the 91st division were to advance up the coastal road and

encircle PLO forces in Tyre with part of the force, while the

remainder advanced north to Sidon and Damour. Meanwhile, Yaron's

96th Division was to conduct an amphibious assault into Sidon from

two staging areas in Israel. In the center Simchoni's two divisions
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were to carry out supporting attacks to encircle and reduce the PLO

strongpoint at Beaufort Castle along the Litani River and to capture

the road junction at Nabitiya. The 36th Division subsequently would

link up with the 91st Division at Jouaiya, while the 162d Division

advanced north to Jezzine, orienting on the 3eirut-Damascus highway

and on the Syrian forces to the east in the Bekaa Valley. 106 In the

east, Ben Gal's corps (the Israeli operational center of gravity)

was to advance into the Bekaa Valley orienting on Hasbaiya,

Masghara, Lake Qaraoun and Joub Jannine to prevent the Syrians from

either reinforcing from their own territory to the east, or shifting

forces to the west to influence actions along the coast. 107

Rugged terrain and PLO resistance resulted in traffic

congestion that slowed Israeli movement during 6 June.108 During 7

June, forces continued to advance along the coastal highway toward

Sidon, while other forces attempted to clear the Rachidiya refugee

camp near Tyre. Meanwhile, center forces linked up with those on the

coast in the vicinity of Zaharani junction while the 96th Division

conducted an amphibious landing into Sidon, thereby encircling the

city.109 In the center, Israeli forces overcame tough PLO resistance

and rugged terrain and seized initial objectives by the morning of 7

June. 110 Despite difficult fighting in the refugee camps,

operational success of the first two days encouraged Israel's

political leaders to endorse military operations beyond the 40

kilometer line and to seek the elimination of the PLO. 111 By 14

June, Israel's political leaders modified strategic ends to include

those favored by the hardliners: withdrawal from Lebanon of all

foreign forces (including those of the PLO and Syria); formation of
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a pro-Israeli Lebanese government; and signing of an Israeli-

Lebanese peace treaty. 112

Unfortunately, Israeli leaders based new strategic ends on

flawed operational assumptions. PLO forces that had exfiltrated from

the Israeli encirclement in the south joined 12,000 -14,000 PLO

fighters and a Syrian mechanized brigade in Beirut to defend the

city.11 3 Though the PLO now presented an operational center of

gravity vulnerable to destruction by superior Israeli combat power,

the Israelis had to contend with political sensitivities and

military complexities of urban warfare. 114 Furthermore, Phalangist

leader Basjir Gemayel, fearing reprisals from Syria, the PLO, and

other Lebanese factions, and recognizing that an open alliance would

aggravate post-war political alignments, refused to assist the

Israelis in reducing the PLO-Syrian forces in Beirut. 115 For the

next two months, Israeli forces laid siege to Beirut. 118

Though it had moved slower than expected during the first

three days of the invasion, Ben Gal's corps successfully seized

critical urban areas and road networks and was positioned to

encircle Syrian forces in the Bekaa Valley. 117 By 8 June, Sharon

convinced the cabinet that Syria's efforts to reinforce its air

defenses and ground forces justified an Israeli military response.

This led to massive Israeli air strikes against Syrian air defense

batteries on 8 June and counter-air operations against Syria's air

force on 9 and 10 June that insured Israeli air superiority.11 8 On

the ground, Ben Gal's forces clashed with two to three Syrian tank

and mechanized brigades and a recently committed armored division.

In addition, the Israelis detected an additional Syrian armored
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division defending the Beirut-Damascus highway. These forces

obstructed Ben Gal's rapid seizure of key road networks in eastern

Lebanon before Israel and Syria accepted a US arranged cease fire on

11 June. 1 19 The failure of the Israelis to control the Damascus-

Beirut highway impinged on its efforts to force the PLO in Beirut to

capitulate. Air and artillery fires failed to destroy or dislodge

t1- PLO and intensified domestic protest, US pressure, and

international resolutions for Israel to end the fighting. 1 20 On 22

June, while Prime Minister Menachem Begin was in Washington

conferring with President Ronald Reagan, Sharon attempted to regain

the initiative by violating the ceasefire and launching a successful

offensive in the center zone to seize the Beirut-Damascus

highway.121 Despite this effort, the Israelis were unable to force

the PLO to abandon Beirut.

Throughout the month, US Ambassador Philip Habib attempted to

negotiate a cease fire and a PLO withdrawal from Beirut. By then,

the PLO was under pressure from Israelis, Phalangists and Shi i and

Sunni Moslem groups to evacuate the city. While leaving Beirut meant

the temporary loss of valuable strategic and operational bases, PLO

leaders believed that they would retain the international prestige

gained over the previous years. 122 Meanwhile, Israeli leaders

recognized by late July that destruction of the PLO in Beirut would

entail unacceptable Israeli military and Lebanese civilian

casualties and that continuing the war threatened their aim of

installing a pro-Israeli Lebanese government. On 12 August Begin

rejected Sharon's arguments for continuing the fighting and accepted
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the US ceasefire proposals. According to the plan, Syria, Tunisia,

Jordan, Iraq and southern Yemen would accept PLO forces. 1 23

D. Assessment of the Effectiveness of Israeli Operations in

Neutralizing PLO Border Sanctuaries

The PLO's aim of creating a Palestinian state required either

the destruction of Israel or that nation's acceptance of a

Palestinian nation comprised of captured territories. Though it

enjoyed support from Palestinians throughout the region, the PLO's

ability to conduct an insurgency within Israel was frustrated by

that nation's effective internal security policies. Consequently,

PLO leaders relied on Lebanese sanctuaries as secure bases for

administering the organization; for conducting diplomacy and

strategic planning; for training, sustaining, and dispersing forces;

and for staging military operations. The diverse mix of religious

groups and political organizations within Lebanon, combined with the

large concentration of Palestinian refugees in camps near major

cities, offered the PLO concealment and protection and provided the

organization recruits and logistical support. Similarly, PLO

fighters used Lebanon's well-traveled international air, sea, and

ground lines of communication to screen their movements and their

attacks. While Israel was not averse to launching ground and air

strikes against PLO positions in Lebanon, it generally was

restrained in the scope of such operations by domestic and

international political considerations.

These factors affected PLO strategic and operational centers

of gravity. Its strategic center of gravity was the durability of

its relationship with Palestinians scattered throughout the region.
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Too weak to wage large scale guerrilla operations or mobile warfare

within Israel, the PLO relied on the presence of Syrian forces in

Lebanon to deter an Israeli invasion. Lebanese sanctuaries supported

its efforts to erect a political infrastructure in the occupied

territories and to wage terrorist and limited guerrilla attacks

against Israeli and pro-Israeli physical, cybernetic and moral

decisive points. Through limited military action, the PLO sought to

publicize its cause; increase its prestige among Palestinians;

enhance its position internationally; and erode Israel's will to

resist the PLO. Acknowledging that economy of force operations

alone would not destroy Israel, the PLO hoped that its strength,

combined with the capabilities of its Arab allies, would increase

relative to that of Israel over time. Consequently, the PLA)

stressed preservation of its forces. The exception to this mode of

operations occurred during the 1982 invasion when Israel's

destruction of bases throughout southern Lebanon and overpowering of

Syrian formations forced the PLO to avoid defeat by concentrating

forces and creating an operational center of gravity in Beirut.

Post-1978 efforts to neutralize PLO bases in southern Lebanon

oriented on buttressing the UNIFIL presence with a barrier fence,

mobile patrols, periodic air and ground strikes against PLO

infrastructure, a 25 kilometer buffer zone, and an alliance with

Lebanese Christians. Though these actions disrupted PLO operations,

Israeli leaders increasingly favored measures that would eliminate

PLO bases in Lebanon. By June 1982, the Israeli government approved

a campaign plan that initially included operations that were

acceptable, suitable, and feasible. The 1979 peace treaty with
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Egypt, Iraq's war with Iran, Jordan's internal strife, and the

relative weakness of Syrian and PLO forces reduced operational

risk. 124 During the first we2k of the invasion, Israel employed

air, ground, and naval forces to create a 40 kilometer buffer zone

to enhance the security of Israel's northern border. 125 Capable of

attaining and maintaining air superiority, possessing well-equipped

and well-trained mechanized forces, and able to sustain an army of

11 divisions for 28 days, Israel could overcome limited maneuver

space, PLO urban defenses, and Syrian forces to destroy PLO

3anctuaries. 128

By modifying strategic goals during the first week of the war

to include the withdrawal of all foreign forces from Lebanon and the

establishment of a pro-Israeli Lebanese government, Israeli leaders

adopted a course that proved operationally unattainable. 127 Though

it neutralized Syrian forces and encircled Beirut, the IDF and its

Phalangist ally were unable to destroy the PLO. In erroneously

basing future security along the northern border on ties with

Christian Lebanese, the Israelis failed to recognize that Phalangist

leaders were unwilling to alienate Lebanese Moslems and the Syrians.

While negotiations led to the evacuation of the PLO and Syrians from

Beirut in September, Gemayel was unable to reconcile the differences

among Christians, Sunni, Shi'i, and Druse. His assassination on 14

September unleashed a new wave of violence and instability. 128

In subsequent years, Christian power waned while approximately

100 private armies battled one another. These factors diminished

Israeli influence and increased Syrian prestige in southern

Lebanon. 12 . Israeli forces occupied a buffer zone in southern
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Lebanon before withdrawing in February 1985. 130 Since then, intense

animosities have continued to divide Israelis and Palestinians and

have blocked peace negotiations. For these reasons few Israeli

leaders have been willing to experiment with civil programs that

might undermine the Palestinian insurgency in the occupied

territories. To secure its northern border, Israel has resorted to

barrier fences, patrols, Ionitive measures against Palestinian

activists in Israel and in occupied territories, and intermittent

air and grouAnd strikes against groups threatening its security. 131

While these measures have provided adequate security for Israel's

northern border, they have done little to reconcile persistent

differences with Palestinians that threaten Israel's long term

security.

IV. Conclusion

The Algerian and Lebanese wars indicate that border

sanctuaries shape the operational canvas in limited war and that a

nation engaged in limited war must undermine the advantages that its

opponent gains from border sanctuaries. Furthermore, an operational

aetist must address neutralization of sanctuaries in the context of

defeating the enemy at the tactical, operational and strategic

levels of war.

Border sanctuaries have a pervasive impact on insurgent bases,

lines of communications and lines of operations. They provide

security for insurgents to train, sustain, disperse guerrilla forces

and stage military operations. Though political demands, military

considerations, or geography may dictate the establishment of bases

in remote regions of neighboring nations, insurgents capitalize on
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the reluctance of counterinsurgent governments to violate

international borders and to inflict civilian casualties by erecting

their infrastructure in cities, villages, and hamlets. Bases in

thes , areas conceal, protect, and sustain insurgents and are astride

road networks that mask insurgent mrvements. Such bases and routes

facilitate insurgent mass, security, and surprise, and support

insurgent economy of force operations and offensives.

These considerations affect both insurgent and

counterinsurgent strategic and operational centers of gravity. In

the Algerian and Lebanese wars, the insurgent strategic center of

gravity was its bond with the people whose allegiance it sought

(ie., FLN-Algerian Muslims; PLO-Palestinians). Similarly, the

counterinsurgent strategic center(s) of gravity were the strength of

the relationship among the government, military and people of a

state(s). In an insurgency, each side's ability to achieve strategic

ends depends on its success in defeating the other's strategic

center(s) of gravity while preserving its own. In this regard,

sanctuaries afford insurgents the ability to protect their strategic

center of gravity and to pursue military strategies that exhaust the

will of their opponent.

In keeping with Mao's theory of revolutionary warfare,

insurgents disperse their forces in time and space, and concentrate

to form an operational center of gravity only when operational

success is likely (ie., phase III-mobile warfare) or when risks are

politically justified (ie., Battle of Algiers, 1957; Battle for

Beirut, 1982). In the interim, dispersed guerrilla forces employ

terror and guerrilla warfare (econoa' of force operations) to attack
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physical, cybernetic and moral decisive points to exhaust the will

of the counterinsurgent and to gain time to strln.gt hen the insurgent

organization politically and militarily.

Border sanctuaries confront counterinsurgent political and

military leaders with strategic and operational dilemmas. By

rejecting strikes against border sanctuaries (French in Algeria), a

government requires the operational commander to choose between

dis.>ersing forces to protect vital installations and concentrating

to attack insurgent bases and guerrilla forces within the nation.

The first alternative increases the security of government rear

areas at the costs of extending the initiative to the insurgent and

enhancing the security of insurgent bases. The second diminishes

counterinsurgent security but leaves the general population and

government infrastructure vulnerable to insurgent attacks. In

electing to concentrate forces to eliminate insurgent border

sanctuaries (Israel in lebanon), the counterinsurgent government

increases its military options and its opportunities for seizing the

initiative while accepting the risks associated with securing rear

areas, widening the conflict, and sparking international

condemnation.

In both options, the insurgent's tendency to disperse forces

in time and space requires counterinsurgents to identify and to

concentrate combat power against physical, cybernetic and moral

decisive points that exhaust insurgents over time. As the French

and Israelis discovered, attacks against decisive points rarely lead

to rapid defeat of the insurgent. In many instances, insurgents can

preserve their strength by withdrawing to new sanctuaries (ie., FLN
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withdrew to Tunisia and Morocco; PLO withdrew to northern Lebanon

and other Arab states). In this context, the strategic value of

striking decisive points is to gain time for the government to carry

out diplomatic initiatives that isolate insurgents internationally

and deny them sanctuaries and to conduct reform programs that reduce

the causes of internal conflict. Operational benefits derived from

attacking decisive points include securing friendly bases,

disrupting insurgent bases, destroying insurgent infrastricture, and

defeating guerrilla formations. 132 At the same time, government

forces must be prepared to defeat an insurgent operational center of

gravity if presented (ie.,FLN in Algiers, 1957; PLO in Beirut,1982).

The Algerian and Lebanese wars indicate that an operational

commander must include provisions for neutralizing insurgent

sanctuaries in his campaign plan. Various tactics and techniques

must be linked together in an overarching operational scheme that

addresses neutralization of sanctuaries in the context of defeating

the insurgents. The French and Israeli efforts demonstrate that

planners should consider the following: deny the enemy use of land,

air, and sea routes of infiltration; erect a barrier system

consisting of population, remote area and resource control programs,

fences, sensors, mobile patrols, and mobile reserves to control

border regions and to detect and destroy insurgents; prepare to

conduct air and ground strikes against enemy sanctuaries; prepare to

conduct offensives internally and/or externally; employ

unconventional forces and foreign allies; employ psychological

warfare; and integrate military operations with civil reform

programs to eliminate sources of internal conflict. Most important,
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political and military leaders must view sanctuaries in the

strategic context and insure that national and operational

strategies are suitable, feasible and acceptable.

V. Implications for US Doctrine on Border Sanctuaries

These conclusions indicate that US military doctrine provides

a firm foundation for contending with enemy border sanctuaries in

limited war. The Army's doctrine on border sanctuaries is the most

developed of the armed services and is contained in FM 100-5

Q praUtiQ , FM 100-20/AFM 2-20 -Intensity JCnfwlit, and FM 90-8

Q errr rtigQ.1 3 3 Four major factors account for the

linkages among the ideas expressed in these manuals. First, combat

considerations govern tactical operations when US military force is

applied against hostile forces in a conflict situation and in war.

Second, military confrontations may involve simultaneously peaceful

competition, conflict, and war. Third, military operations in low-

intensity conflict are designed to prevent escalation of tension.

Finally, US forces conducting counterguerrilla operations provide

sufficient internal security to enable the host government to

conduct counterinsurgency programs and to pursue national goals. 13 4

FM 100-20 correctly surmises that operational planners in a

counterinsurgency must determine the military conditions that

constitute success, identify steps necessary to achieve desired

ends, and apply the requisite resources. 1 3 5 In this context, the

four interdependent functions of an internal defense and development

program (balanced development, security, neutralization, and

mobilization) described in FM 100-20 provide a base for integrating
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civil and military operations at the operational level to neutralize

the benefits insurgents gain from border sanctuaries. 136

Security and neutralization functions include those

counterinsurgency operations and counterguerrilla tactics and

techniques that impact directly on border sanctuaries. In the

interest of protecting the populace from the insurgents and of

providing a secure environment for national development, security

measures include actions designed to secure national borders. The

border security operations described in FM's 100-20 and 90-8 are

consistent with those French and Israeli actions that proved

effective in Algeria and Lebanon. 137 To overcome difficulties

associated with sealing borders to prevent external support to

insurgents, doctrine discusses the utility of air, ground and sea

surveillance operations and border control methods (restricted zones

and friendly population buffers). 138 These activities are linked to

neutralization operations (ie., consolidation and strike campaigns

and unconventional warfare) that orient on physically and

psychologically separating insurgents from the population by

disrupting, disorganizing, and defeating an insurgent organization

while simultaneously strengthening public confidence in the

government. 139

Often overlooked by military planners at the operational level

are balanced development and mobilization functions. Balanced

development includes political, social and economic reform programs

and seeks to alleviate sources of popular dissatisfaction. Effective

reforms require the government to recognize and allocate sufficient

financial and legal resources to correct sources of internal
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conflict. Mobilization involves all activities that orient on

organizing and motivating manpower and material resources in support

of counterinsurgency programs and on enhancing the legitimacy of the

government. 1 4 0 Though military officials understandably perceive

balanced development and mobilization as being the responsibility of

political leaders and civil agencies, they must incorporate civil

programs within the campaign plan. As the French and Israelis

demonstrated, the failure to accomplish this civil-military

integration at the operational level reduces military and government

counterinsurgency operations to a set of disconnected engagements

and programs. 141 This in turn negates the value of security and

neutralization operations designed to neutralize insurgent border

sanctuaries.

Viewing border sanctuuixes in an operational context requires

an operational commander to avoid the errors of French and Israeli

leaders by devising a campaign that aligns strategic, operational,

and tactical ends, ways and means. He must display imagination and

innovation in developing a plan that integrates IDAD functions with

other operational functions (intelligence, movement and maneuver,

fires, support, protection and command and control). 1 4 2 In this

manner, a government can undertake military operations that

neutralize border sanctuaries, isolate the theater(s) of operations,

destroy enemy forces and infrastructure, and eliminate sources of

internal conflict. Effective execution of these civil and military

operations translates tactical and operational successes into

strategic victory in limited war.
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Map B: Northern Algeria - Morioe and Western Lines, 1957
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M~apD C: Lebanon, 1982
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Map D: Israeli Invasion of Lebano~n, 6 June 1982
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Appendix 1: Blueprint of the Battlefield Operational Level of War
(Tradoc Pam 11-9)
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Appendix 1 (Contirnied): Blueprint of the Battlefield Operational
Level of War (Tradoc Pam 11-9)
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APgendix 1 (Cmxtinued): BluePrint of the Battlefield Operational
level of War (Tradoc Pam 11-9)
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Appendix 1 (Ccmtinued): Blueprit of the Battlefield Operationial
Level of War (Tradoc Parn 11-9)
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Appendi-x 1 (Ccmntimued): Blueprint Of the Battlefield Operational
Level of War (Tradoc Pamz 11-91
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APPeixdix 1 (Ccctined): Blueprint of tkBateilOpatol
Level of War (Tradoc Pam 11-9)
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END NOTES

1 Regional Conflict Working Group, Paper Submitted to the
Commission in Integrated Long-Term Strategy, Si~utpzing. S

y_ _Thlrd-_Wer_ -t, May 1988 (Wash.,D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1988), pp. 19,20-25.
2 Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) Pub 1 Deatnt-oL.Del-enze.

Dictionary. QL Aili~l. and A Qciatd.Term (Wash.-,D.C.: Joint
Chiefs of Staff, 1987), p. 321.
3 James J. Schneider, "Theoretical Paper No. 3: The Theory of
Operational Art," (Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas: School of Advanced
Military Studies, 1988), pp. 22-33; James J. Schneider and Lawrence
L. Izzo, "Clausewitz's Elusive Center of Gravity," £Barawtexs,
(September 1987) 50-51,56-57; Skip Thornton,"A Working Theory of
Operations: Art in Modern War, "(Unpublished Ma-uscript, Ft.
Leavenworth, Kansas: School of Advanced Military Studies,
1989) ,pp.24-25 ; Julian Campbell, "Military intelligence: Its Role in
Counterinsurgency," (Unpublished Manuscript, Ft. Leavenworth,
Kansas: School of Advanced Military Studies, 1988),pp. 8-9.

a. Bases of operations: That portion of the country from which
the army obtains its reinforcements and resources, from which it
starts when it takes the offensive, to which it retreats when
necessary, and by which it is supported when it takes position to
cover the country offensively.

b. Lines of communications: Air, ground, and sea routes that
support the mvement of supplies, combat forces and maintenance and
liaison units. Lines of communications are subdivided into supply
routes and lines of operations.

c. Center of gravity: The center of gravity is the hub of all
power. At the operational level, a center of gravity is formed when
subordinate maneuver formations are concentrated, thereby providing
potential combat power.

In "Clausewitz's Elusive Center of Gravity," Schneider and
Izzo provide an excellent analysis of the operational center of
gravity. The operational artist seeks to maneuver dispersed to avoid
collisions with the enemy's center of gravity. He swarms to create
a center of gravity faster than his opponent (agility). He creates
this concentration of combat power at a decisive point and time
(synchronization). After battle, he disperses his forces in
preparation for the next encounter. His forces continue the
maneuver of swarm-fight-disperse sequentially and simultaneously
throughout the depth of the theater of operations. Cumulative
victories of each encounter, governed by an overall strategic
framework serve to set the terms of the operation and maintain the
initiative. In this fashion the operational artist erodes and
destroys the enemy's will without suffering high friendly
casualties.

Thornton and Campbell reject the traditional definition of
centers of gravity in the context of insurgent warfare. Thornton
contends that the operational center of gravity of government forces
is political support, manifested by funding. The insurgent center of
gravity is the sources of external support or insurgent - populace
linkage or a combination of the two. Campbell argues that security
is the insurgent's center of gravity by offering him the capability
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to exercise initiative. Thornton is actually describing a
1strategic" center of gravity while Campbell is defining a
cybernetic/moral decisive point. In part, confusion in identifying
an insurgent's operational center of gravity stems from a failure to
recognize that an insurgency evolves through three phases (Mao's
model of revolutionary warfare) and that the insurgent can disperse
his operational center of gravity in time and space; thus,
insurgents concentrate forces during phase II (guerrilla warfare),
when success is likely or when the political risks justify
concentrating forces, and during phase III (mobile warfare). The
counterinsurgent must be prepared to recognize when the insurgent
has created an operational center of gravity and react by quickly
concentrating forces and attacking the decisive point that will
bring about the defeat of the insurgent's forces.

d. Decisive points: A decisive point is any objective that will
provide a force with marked advantages over his opponent. The
seizure or retention of a decisive point will decide the outcome of
the action. There are three kinds of decisive points: physical,
cybernetic, and moral. Physical decisive points include terrain,
facilities, and forces. Cybernetic decisive points are those that
sustain command, control, communications and the processing of
information. Moral decisive points are those that sustain the
forces' morale and will to fight. Decisive points are decisive only
in relation to the center of gravity.

e. Theater of operations: The contiguous geographic area of the
theater of war that supports the integrated military, naval, and
aerial actions, both logistical and operational, directed toward the
attainment of a major portion of war plan objectives. The
integrated actions are called campaigns.

f. Operational axis: The contiguous geographic portion of a
theater of operations that supports the integrated.actions primarily
of military and air forces. These actions are directed toward the
attainment of major campaign goals.

g. Zones of operations: Contiguous geographic portion of an
operational axis that supports the integrated actions of primarily
military and air forces. These actions seek to attain a portion of
the major operational aims. These aims are achieved through the
planning and execution of operations (ie., one zone of operations
for each US corps in Europe).

h. Lines of operations: The major routes suspended between bases
of operations and objectives.
4 Field Manual (FM) 100-5 QpatA rM (Wash. ,D.C.: Department of the
Army,1986), pp. 9-10; Field Manual (FM) 100-6 LargeUnij.eratong.
I rdinatingDxrAtl (Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas: U.S. Army Command and
General Staff College, 1987), p. vii, pp. 1-4 - 1-5, 3-1 - 3-24;
Thornton, p.13; TRADOC Pamphlet 11-9 Blueprint of the Battjj.ijd
(DRALF (Ft. Monroe, Virginia: HQ, US Army Training and Doctrine
Command, 1989), pp. 1-1 - 1-3, 2-3,2-7,2-9,4-1,4-3,4-5,4-7,4-10,4-
13,4-15,C-2, 2-3; Schneider, pp.17-20. The major elements of the
operational operating systems include:

a. Operational movement and maneuver: Conduct operational
moveiment; conduct operational maneuver; provide operational
mobility; provide operational countermobility; control defense of
operationally significant areas.
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mobility: provide operational countermobility; control defense of
operationally significant areas.

b. Operational fires: Process operational targets and attack
operational targets.

c. Operational protection: Provide operational air defense;
provide protection for operational forces; employ operational
security; conduct deception in support of campaigns and major
operations; assess effect of operational deception plan.

d. Operational command and control: Acquire and communicate
operational level information; assess operational situation;
determine operational actions; direct and lead subordinate
operational forces; employ C3CM.

e. Operational intelligence: Collect operational intelligence;
process operational information; prepare operational intelligence
reports.

f. Operational support: Arm, fuel, fix/maintain equipment, and
man the force; distribute supplies;, maintain sustainment base(s);
conduct civil affairs; evacuate noncombatants from theater of
operations.
5 Schneider, pp.17-20.

a. Feasibility: Means available can support the attainment of the
operational end.

b. Suitability: Attainment of operational end contributes to the
achievement of the strategic end.

c. Acceptability: Assessment of risk of defeat and of costs of
success.
S John Spanier, _zws Nations Play (New York: Holt, Rinehart,and
Winston, 1984), pp. 196-199.
7 Field Manual (FM) 100-20 Mil
C nfj Drmft (Wash.,D.C.: Department of the Army, 1989),p. vii;

Colonel Kempf, Briefing to School of Advanced Military Studies, 6
September 1989, "Airland Battle Future Study."
8 FM 100-20, p. viii.

9 Spanier, pp. 200-204; Robert E. Osgood, rimi.eLWa-remiailed
(Boulder, Co: Westview Press, 1979), pp.3-4, 24-27.
10 FM 90-8, pp. 1-1 - 1-2.

11 FM 90-8, pp. 1-2 -1-3; Robert H. Scales, "Calling Down
Thunderbolts in Small Wars," Azn (July 989), 72.
12 FM 100-20, pp. 2-4,2-10; Spanier. p. 198;P552 Inurgen -xnd

Ck t nmtLrgenm (United States Army Command and General Staff
College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, January 1989), pp. 11-13; Edward
Hoffer,"Field Artillery Fire Support for Counterinsurgency
Operations: Combat Power or Counterproductive" (Unpublished
Manuscript, School of Advanced Military Studies, Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas, 1987),p. 2; Mao Tse Tung Sele 1itWringa _LMaQ
TseIhm (Peking, Foreign Language Press, 1972), pp.109-121, 156-
165; Vo-Nguyen Giap, Pe l W eoe s Ar& (New York:
Frederick A. Praeger, 1962), pp. 46-47; John J. McCuen, The...ArQf
Canterrevolutionar War: A Psycho-Politico Military Strate-_Of
Qounter-Inaurgeng (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: Stackpole Books,
1965),p. 30; Robert Thompson, "Regular Armies and Insurgency," in
Regular Armies and Insurgency, ed. by Ronald Haycock (Totowa, New
Jersey: Croom Hem Ltd., 1979), pp. 9-10. Other insurgent strategies:
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support from critical groups within society and which exploits the
weaknesses of the existing regime. Insurgents embracing this
approach are active in urban areas, where political and economic
power is concentrated. While Leninist strategy has few adherents
today, its emphasis on the revolutionary party remains a fundamental
characteristic of insurgent and revolutionary groups.

b. Foco Strategy: A foco strategy involves a small group of
insurgents exploiting social, economic, and political unrest within
a nation to spark popular desertion from the government. Because it
does not require the establishment of a large insurgent
organization, focoism offers potential for rapid revolution. Though
it proved successful in Cuba and Nicaragua, focoism has failed
repeatedly throughout Latin America. Some insurgents view it as a
useful tactic in support of other strategic approaches.

c. Urban Strategy: An urban strategy involves relatively small,
cellular terrorist organizations creating a climate of political
crisis designed to provoke the existing regime into overreacting
militarily and politically. This, in-turn, sparks social upheaval,
contributing to wide scale disaffection with the government. While
aspects of urban strategy were present in the 1970's Iranian
Revolution and in Northern Ireland, it has proven to be of limited
value to insurgents in revolutions in other parts of the world. Like
focoism, some insurgents view urban strategy as providing useful
tactics to support other strategies.
13 Mao, pp. 170-172; McCuen, pp. 50-53.
14 Mao, pp. 173-175.
15 FM 100-5, pp. 173-177.

a. Mass: Concentrate combat power at the decisive place and time.
b. Maneuver: Place the enemy in a position of disadvantage

through the flexible application of combat power.
c. Offensive: Seize, retain, and exploit the initiative
d. Security: Never permit the enemv to acquire an unexpected

advantage
e. Surprise: Strike the enemy at a time or place, or in a manner,

for which he is unprepared.
16 Richard H.Schultz and Alan Ned Sabrasky, "Policy and Strategy for
the 1980's: Preparing for Low intensity Conflicts," in Les=.nF.rZm
an Unconventional Wr_."Re:sU. aSrategies for-Future
Cmilirta. ed. by Richard A. Hunt and Richard H. Schultz, Jr. (New
York: Pergamon Press, 1982), p. 218; Roger Trinquier, dQode=
Ia~e_:._AFYrnch View of Countrinsurgen (New York: Frederick A.
Praeger, 1961) ,p. 98. Roger Trinquier asserts that "the destruction
or neutralization of enenW bases on foreign territory is essential
if we are to hasten the end of hostilities and ensure a durable
peace.
17 Guenther Lewy, "Some Political-Military Lessons of the Vietnam
War," in Assessing the Vietnam War: A Collection from the Journal
of the US Arm War College, ed. by Lloyd Mathews and Dale Brown (New
York: Pergamon-Brassey's, 1987), pp. 155-156.
18 Home, "French Army and the Algerian War,1954 -1962," in RegLIazr
Armies and Insuruency, ed. by Ronald Haycock (Totowa, New Jersey:
Croom Hem Ltd.,1979),pp.69,70;
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RB 31-100, g _ __tVciJ (United
States Army Command and General Staff College, Ft. Leavenworth,
Kansas, July 1969), pp. 4-7 - 4-8.
Is Home, " French Army," p. 71; RB 31-100, pp. 4-7,
4-14.
20 LTC Paul X. Kelley, USMC, "French Counterinsurgency in Algeria
1954-1962: Military Victory - Political Defeat" (Unpublished
Research Report, US Air War College, Maxwell AFB, April 1969), p.
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32 Kelley, p. 35; RB 31-100, p. 4-10.
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34 Ibid., p. 4-7.
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